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Signs

12480 𒒹 CUNEIFORM SIGN AB TIMES NUN TENU
12481 𒒺 CUNEIFORM SIGN AB TIMES SHU2
12482 𒒻 CUNEIFORM SIGN AD TIMES ESH2
12483 𒒼 CUNEIFORM SIGN BAD TIMES DISH TENU
12484 𒒽 CUNEIFORM SIGN BAHAR2 TIMES AB2
12485 𒒾 CUNEIFORM SIGN BAHAR2 TIMES NI
12486 𒒿 CUNEIFORM SIGN BAHAR2 TIMES ZA
12487 𒓀 CUNEIFORM SIGN BU OVER BU TIMES NA2
12488 𒓁 CUNEIFORM SIGN DA TIMES TAK4
12489 𒓂 CUNEIFORM SIGN DUG TIMES KUR
1248A 𒓃 CUNEIFORM SIGN DIM TIMES IGI
1248B 𒓄 CUNEIFORM SIGN DIM TIMES U U U
1248C 𒓅 CUNEIFORM SIGN DIM2 TIMES UD
1248D 𒓆 CUNEIFORM SIGN DUG TIMES ANSHE
1248E 𒓇 CUNEIFORM SIGN DUG TIMES ASH
1248F 𒓈 CUNEIFORM SIGN DUG TIMES ASH AT LEFT
12490 𒓉 CUNEIFORM SIGN DUG TIMES DIN
12491 𒓊 CUNEIFORM SIGN DUG TIMES DUN
12492 𒓋 CUNEIFORM SIGN DUG TIMES ERIN2
12493 𒓌 CUNEIFORM SIGN DUG TIMES GA
12494 𒓍 CUNEIFORM SIGN DUG TIMES GI
12495 𒓎 CUNEIFORM SIGN DUG TIMES GIR2 GUNU
12496 𒓏 CUNEIFORM SIGN DUG TIMES GISH
12497 𒓐 CUNEIFORM SIGN DUG TIMES HA
12498 𒓑 CUNEIFORM SIGN DUG TIMES HI
12499 𒓒 CUNEIFORM SIGN DUG TIMES IG2 GUNU
1249A 𒓓 CUNEIFORM SIGN DUG TIMES KASKAL
1249B 𒓔 CUNEIFORM SIGN DUG TIMES KUR
1249C 𒓕 CUNEIFORM SIGN DUG TIMES KUSHU2
1249D 𒓖 CUNEIFORM SIGN DUG TIMES KUSHU2 PLUS KASKAL
1249E 𒓗 CUNEIFORM SIGN DUG TIMES LAK-020
1249F 𒓘 CUNEIFORM SIGN DUG TIMES LAM
124A0 𒓙 CUNEIFORM SIGN DUG TIMES LAM TIMES KUR
124A1 𒓚 CUNEIFORM SIGN DUG TIMES LUH PLUS GISH
124A2 𒓛 CUNEIFORM SIGN DUG TIMES MASH
124A3 𒓜 CUNEIFORM SIGN DUG TIMES MES
124A4 𒓝 CUNEIFORM SIGN DUG TIMES MI
124A5 𒓞 CUNEIFORM SIGN DUG TIMES NI
124A6 𒓟 CUNEIFORM SIGN DUG TIMES PI
124A7 𒓠 CUNEIFORM SIGN DUG TIMES SHE
124A8 𒓡 CUNEIFORM SIGN DUG TIMES SI GUNU
124A9 𒓢 CUNEIFORM SIGN E2 TIMES KUR
124AA 𒓣 CUNEIFORM SIGN E2 TIMES PAP
124AB 𒓤 CUNEIFORM SIGN ERIN2 X
124AC 𒓥 CUNEIFORM SIGN ESH2 CROSSING ESH2
124AD 𒓦 CUNEIFORM SIGN EZEN SHESHIG TIMES ASH
124AE 𒓧 CUNEIFORM SIGN EZEN SHESHIG TIMES HI
124AF 𒓨 CUNEIFORM SIGN EZEN SHESHIG TIMES IG2 GUNU
124B0 𒓩 CUNEIFORM SIGN EZEN SHESHIG TIMES LA
124B1 𒓪 CUNEIFORM SIGN EZEN SHESHIG TIMES LAM
124B2 𒓫 CUNEIFORM SIGN EZEN SHESHIG TIMES ME
124B3 𒓬 CUNEIFORM SIGN EZEN SHESHIG TIMES MES
124B4 𒓭 CUNEIFORM SIGN EZEN SHESHIG TIMES SU
124B5 𒓮 CUNEIFORM SIGN EZEN TIMES SU
124B6 𒓯 CUNEIFORM SIGN GA2 TIMES BAHAR2
124B7 𒓰 CUNEIFORM SIGN GA2 TIMES DIM GUNU
124B8 𒓱 CUNEIFORM SIGN GA2 TIMES DUG TIMES IG2 GUNU
124B9 𒓲 CUNEIFORM SIGN GA2 TIMES DUG TIMES KASKAL
124BA 𒓳 CUNEIFORM SIGN GA2 TIMES EREN
124BB 𒓴 CUNEIFORM SIGN GA2 TIMES GA
124BC 𒓵 CUNEIFORM SIGN GA2 TIMES GAR PLUS DI
124BD 𒓶 CUNEIFORM SIGN GA2 TIMES GAR PLUS NE
124BE 𒓷 CUNEIFORM SIGN GA2 TIMES HA PLUS A
124BF 𒓸 CUNEIFORM SIGN GA2 TIMES KUSHU2 PLUS KASKAL
124C0 𒓹 CUNEIFORM SIGN GA2 TIMES LAM
124C1 𒓺 CUNEIFORM SIGN GA2 TIMES LAM TIMES KUR
124C2 𒓻 CUNEIFORM SIGN GA2 TIMES LUH
124C3 𒓼 CUNEIFORM SIGN GA2 TIMES MUSH
124C4 𒓽 CUNEIFORM SIGN GA2 TIMES NE
124C5 𒓾 CUNEIFORM SIGN GA2 TIMES NE PLUS E2
124C6 𒓿 CUNEIFORM SIGN GA2 TIMES NE PLUS GI
124C7 𒄀 CUNEIFORM SIGN GA2 TIMES SHIM
124C8 𒄁 CUNEIFORM SIGN GA2 TIMES ZIZ2
124C9 𒄂 CUNEIFORM SIGN GABA ROTATED NINETY DEGREES
124CA 𒄃 CUNEIFORM SIGN GESHTIN TIMES U
124CB 𒄄 CUNEIFORM SIGN GISH TIMES GISH CROSSING GISH
124CC 𒄅 CUNEIFORM SIGN GUSH TIMES IGI GUNU
124CD 𒄆 CUNEIFORM SIGN GUSH PLUS GISH TIMES TAK4
124CE 𒄇 CUNEIFORM SIGN HA TENU GUNU
124CF 𒄈 CUNEIFORM SIGN HI TIMES ASH OVER HI TIMES ASH
124D0 𒄉 CUNEIFORM SIGN KA TIMES BU
124D1 𒄊 CUNEIFORM SIGN KA TIMES KA
124D2 𒄋 CUNEIFORM SIGN KA TIMES U U U
124D3 𒄌 CUNEIFORM SIGN KA TIMES UR
124D4 𒄍 CUNEIFORM SIGN LAGAB TIMES ZU OVER ZU
124D5 𒄎 CUNEIFORM SIGN LAK-003
124D6 𒄏 CUNEIFORM SIGN LAK-021
124D7 𒄐 CUNEIFORM SIGN LAK-025
124D8 𒄑 CUNEIFORM SIGN LAK-030
124D9 𒄒 CUNEIFORM SIGN LAK-050
124DA 𒄓 CUNEIFORM SIGN LAK-051
124DB 𒄕 CUNEIFORM SIGN LAK-062
124DC 𒄖 CUNEIFORM SIGN LAK-079 OVER LAK-079 GUNU
124DD 𒄗 CUNEIFORM SIGN LAK-080
124DE 𒄘 CUNEIFORM SIGN LAK-081 OVER LAK-081
124DF 𒄙 CUNEIFORM SIGN LAK-092
124E0 𒄚 CUNEIFORM SIGN LAK-130
124E1 𒄛 CUNEIFORM SIGN LAK-142
124E2 𒄜 CUNEIFORM SIGN LAK-210
124E3 𒄝 CUNEIFORM SIGN LAK-219
124E4 𒄞 CUNEIFORM SIGN LAK-220
124E5 𒄟 CUNEIFORM SIGN LAK-225
124E6 𒄠 CUNEIFORM SIGN LAK-228
124E7 𒄡 CUNEIFORM SIGN LAK-238
124E8 𒄢 CUNEIFORM SIGN LAK-265
124E9 𒄣 CUNEIFORM SIGN LAK-266
124EA 𒄤 CUNEIFORM SIGN LAK-343
124EB 𒄥 CUNEIFORM SIGN LAK-347
124EC 𒄦 CUNEIFORM SIGN LAK-348
124ED 𒄧 CUNEIFORM SIGN LAK-383
124EE 𒄨 CUNEIFORM SIGN LAK-384
124EF 𒄩 CUNEIFORM SIGN LAK-390
124F0 𒄪 CUNEIFORM SIGN LAK-441